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1

Introduction

The present document is the third Deliverable generated by the WP2 “Material development” and
it is focused on the control achieved for the synthesis of planar thin films in form of multilayer
heterostructures, crystalline and amorphous.

The main objective of this period of the project’s exploitation was to optimize the selected
heterostructures, based on the feedback from the characterization methods (WP4), integrate them
with the cells for electrical tests (WP3), and aim at their final implementation in a demonstrator
(WP5).
Here the most significant results on the material analysis in-situ and ex-situ, used to allow the
growth control in the heterostructures, are reported, with a special focus on the activity of task
2.1 of WP2 (Growth and characterization of thin films and multilayer heterostructures).

2

Crystalline films and heterostructures

2.1 Control on thickness, structure, morphology, composition, in situ monitoring
studies
2.1.1 MBE growth
In order to demonstrate the fabrication by MBE of high-quality crystalline heterostructures, we
presented already in deliverable D2.1 (Section 3.2.1) the growth of Ge-rich GST/GST225 and Gerich GST/Sb2Te3 bilayer heterostructures.

As stated in the mid-term Periodic Technical Report, the GST growth experiments by MBE showed
a strong tendency of the epitaxial films to form alloys along the pseudobinary line. Therefore, the
incorporation of additional Ge seems to be very challenging, and strategies to circumvent this
behavior have been discussed (see Section 2.2.1).
2.1.2 PLD growth

Using PLD at room temperature (RT) it is possible to deposit thin films and heterostructures of
most phase-change materials with an amorphous structure. In order to deposit (high-quality)
crystalline PCM films, the deposition at elevated temperatures is required. Still, temperatures for
PCM deposition have to stay typically below 250 °C to avoid problems due to (excessive)
evaporation. For the semiconductor industry, it is most convenient if films can be deposited on
amorphous silicon oxide or nitride (substrates). This prevents the growth of high-quality epitaxial
films. Still, particularly for PCMs often presenting van-der-Waals (vdW) like gaps, as shown with
atomic resolution in section 2.3 of D4.1, it is possible to use a very thin seed layer to achieve a kind
of epitaxial growth with a single crystal direction out-of-plane. In particular, Sb2Te3 is highly
suitable for this, because of its strong tendency to align its quintuple layers parallel to the surface,
such that all crystals have their c-axis out-of-plane. An example of this kind of perfect alignment
was already shown in Figure 17 (section 3.1.5) of D2.1. Now the new work presented here is that
we combined this seed layer technique also for Sb films.
Pure Sb has for a long time not been considered a suitable PCM, because its amorphous phase
cannot be stabilized even at room temperature. However, this does not hold for films with a
thickness well below 10 nm. In the next deliverable D2.4 we will show in detail that the
D2.3
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crystallization temperature (Tx) of pure Sb films can be tuned over a large range by precisely
controlling the Sb film thickness in the range between 2 and 7 nm; e.g. a 6 nm thick film has a Tx
of ~100 °C and a 3 nm thick film has one of ~260 °C. This makes these ultrathin Sb films highly
suitable for heterostructure designs. In the present deliverable, we will focus more on the PLD
growth of the Sb films and on how details in the heterostructures growth can have a large effect
on their crystallization.

Amorphous films as grown by PLD, in general, have a very smooth surface. This is not so easy to
achieve for crystalline films. Figure 1 shows that, to achieve smooth crystalline Sb films, it is
required to combine a high repetition rate of the laser during PLD with a low Ar background
pressure during deposition. All depositions in Figure 1 were performed at 210 °C.
Low rate, High Ar Pressure
(1Hz, 0,12 mbar)

Low rate, Low Ar Pressure
(1Hz, 0,001 mbar)

High rate, Low Ar Pressure
(3Hz, 0,001 mbar)

Figure 1. SEM images of the top surface of crystalline Sb films (~20 nm thick) on a seed layer of Sb2Te3.

Then, at this elevated temperature, the arrival rate of Sb atoms at the surface must be high, in
order to get a smooth (semi)metallic film. Figure 2a with an enlarged part in Figure 2b shows a
cross-section atomic-resolution STEM-HAADF image. In this mode, atomic columns are always
bright spots in a dark surrounding and the brightness of the spots scales with the average atomic
number Z of the column. Since Sb and Te are neighbours in the period table, their Z contrast is
(unfortunately) negligible. Still, the Sb2Te3 quintuples and the Sb bilayers can be distinguished
readily in Figure 2 and Figure 2b. Indeed, it is shown that these layers are aligned parallel to the
substrate surface and that the Sb grows epitaxially on the Sb2Te3. Using EDX, where Sb and Te can
be detected separately, it can be assured that there is an Sb layer on top of the Sb2Te3 layer, see
Figure 2c and Figure 2d. For the seed layer technique, it is best to deposit a Sb2Te3 layer at room
temperature with a thickness of 3 to 4 nm and then heat the layer to 210 °C to get the perfect
alignment. Lateral sizes of the domains can be grown bigger when the Sb2Te3 film growth is
continued at 210 °C. This explains the 12 quintuples and thus the 12 nm thickness of the Sb2Te3
bottom layer observable in Figure 2 with an about 20 nm Sb film on top. The domains then have a
lateral size of about 100 nm. All these domains have their c-axis out-of-plane, but the in-plane
orientation is random (i.e., sharp wire texture). Instead of Sb2Te3, also Sb can be used as a seed
layer and then pure Sb films can be grown. Again, films uniformly covering the substrate can be
produced where all domains have their c-axis out-of-plane. However, the lateral sizes of the
domains are substantially smaller in this case, only 15-20 nm and thus remain similar to the film
thickness.
D2.3
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a

b

c

d

Figure 2. Cross-section of Sb film (~20 nm thick) on a seed layer of Sb2Te3 on silicon wafer covered with thermal oxide. The
growth direction is in all images from left to right. (a) STEM-HAADF image showing a complete overview of the whole layer
containing the Sb2Te3 bottom layer and the Sb top layer. (b) Enlarged part of (a) showing the atomic structure and the epitaxy
of Sb on Sb2Te3 more clearly. (c) STEM-EDX color map (based on spectrum imaging, i.e. for each pixel an EDX spectrum is
recorded) showing the distribution of Sb in blue and Te in red. (d) STEM-EDX line profiles for Sb (blue line) and Te (red line)
and STEM-HAADF intensity line profile (black line). In the latter, there is the best atomic resolution, but Sb and Te cannot be
distinguished.

2.2 Optimized heterostructures: confinement layers, control on interface quality,
in situ monitoring studies
2.2.1 MBE growth
As anticipated in Section 2.1.1, the epitaxial GST films fabricated by MBE, even those with higher
Ge content, are still pseudo-binary compounds. Aiming to reach a better control of Ge
incorporation, and eventually to periodically modulate the composition along the growth
direction, we attempted the epitaxy of Sb2Te3/Ge crystalline heterostructures, as reported in the
mid-term Periodic Technical Report (Section 1.2.2). The Raman characterization can be found in
deliverable D4.2 (Section 2.1.3). The combination of XRD and Raman spectroscopy allowed to
conclude that no Ge layers were sandwiched in these superlattices (SLs). On the contrary, the
formation of GST originating from the intermixing of the constituting layers was observed, still
featuring a periodic superstructure.
D2.3
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High resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was also performed on two of
these SLs, aiming in particular to evaluate the incorporation of Ge. The results of the EDX analysis
are reported in Table 1. Interestingly, the ratio Sb/Te is for both samples close to 0.8, which is
higher compared to the nominal ratio 0.66 expected for Sb2Te3. The second sample has almost the
double amount of Ge, as expected. This confirms in general the validity of the proposed approach,
even though the incorporated Ge is still not in the range of interest. Since it is not possible to
increase the nominal thickness of the Ge layers, as this will compromise the epitaxial growth, no
further attempt was performed.

The possibility to investigate the periodic structure of the SLs, complementing the XRD data, is
instead prevented in these samples by the local disorder resulting from the intermixing of the
constituting layers. Nevertheless, the presence of Ge layers can be excluded, in agreement with
Raman spectroscopy measurements.
In Table 1 the samples analysed by STEM and EDX and their composition.
Growth

Code

Substrate

Structure

Phase/
Composition

Cap

Ge
Sb
Te
(at.%) (at.%) (at.%)

MBE

S2_1258

Si(111)

[(Sb2Te3)2/(Ge)N]5

crystalline/N=2

Sb2Te3

12.8

38.3

48.9

MBE

S2_1262

Si(111)

[(Sb2Te3)2/(Ge)N]5

crystalline/N=4

Sb2Te3

20.4

34.3

45.3

Table 1. [(Sb2Te3)2/(Ge)N]5 SL samples fabricated by MBE and measured by STEM and EDX.

Following the discussion during the midterm review meeting and the results on Sb2Te3/Ge SLs,
we decided to focus on amorphous (a) films and heterostructures (see Section 3.1.1).

3

Amorphous films and heterostructures

3.1 Control on thickness, morphology, composition, in situ monitoring studies
3.1.1 MBE growth
As anticipated in the midterm report (confidential), we prepared (amorphous) a-Ge-rich-GST
films with Ge content comparable to that of GST 523, but different stoichiometry. Sample A and B
feature the same Sb/Te ratio, while sample B has the double amount of Ge as sample A. We do not
disclose now the composition, as it might be subject to patent.

We prepared two samples with different compositions, samples A and B, on Si(111) and SiO2, for
annealing studies at PDI and temperature-dependent electrical measurements in CNR-IMM
Catania, respectively. The larger Ge content is reflected in clear differences in the Raman spectra
of the two samples (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Raman spectra measured at room temperature of sample A (light blue) and sample B (orange), grown on Si(111).

In Table 2 the list of single layer samples prepared at PDI is reported.
Gro
wth

Code

Substr
ate

Structure

Phase/Comp
osition

Cap

Sent to

MBE

S2_1267

Si(111)

single layer

sample A

ZnS:SiO2

CNR-Agrate

MBE

S2_1283

Si(111)

single layer

sample B

ZnS:SiO2

MBE

S2_1284

TEOS

single layer

sample B

ZnS:SiO2

MBE

S2_1294

TEOS

single layer

sample A

ZnS:SiO2

CNR-IMM
Catania
CNR-IMM
Catania
CNR-IMM
Catania

Tasks
scheduled/perfor
med
XRD, XRR, Raman, TXRF,
annealing study
XRD, XRR, Raman,
annealing study, STEM
Electrical
characterization
Electrical
characterization

Table 2: Single layer samples deposited by MBE and their delivery for further characterization/processing.

3.1.2 PLD growth
PLD allows accurate control of Sb film thickness and, by tuning the thickness, the amorphous
phase stability and thus the crystallization temperature can be controlled well, as will be shown
in more detail in D2.4. Figure 4a and Figure 4b show, using HRTEM and selected area electron
diffraction, respectively, the amorphous nature of a 6 nm (500 pulses) thick Sb film deposited at
room temperature. Figure 4c shows in a TEM cross-section image the uniform coverage and the
smoothness of the amorphous Sb (and LaAlO3) films, when deposited using PLD. AFM scans in
tapping mode also confirm the full coverage and smoothness of the deposited Sb films. Figure 5a
shows, for an Sb thin film of 400 pulses (4.7 nm in thickness), a mean roughness value (Ra) smaller
than 0.2 nm (analyzed using the Gwyddion software package), indicating a very smooth surface.
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Figure 4. (a) High-resolution TEM image of as-deposited 500 pulses (6 nm thick) Sb thin amorphous film on SiN grid. (b)
Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) image of the as-deposited Sb thin film. (c) Overview cross-sectional TEM image of
a heterostructure device (three ultrathin Sb films with different thicknesses sandwiched between LaAlO3) showing a smooth
coverage of the Sb and LaAlO3 layers on a gold reflector layer.

Figure 5. (a) AFM image of a 400 pulses as-deposited amorphous Sb thin film captured in tapping mode, showing a very low
roughness. The scale bar is 200 nm. (b) Thickness measurement using an AFM scan over a scratched surface. The scale bar
is 1 μm. (c) The differences in height from the line profiles indicate an approximate thickness for the 500 pulses Sb film of 6.3
nm.

The full coverage and smoothness of the 500 pulses Sb film is also visible on the right side of the
scratch in Figure 5b, where a film with a thickness of only 6.3 nm (on the right) shows uniform
contrast compared to the bare surface (on the left). Figure 5b and Figure 5c show the AFM scan
image, and the average results of the line scan over the scratched area, respectively. We extracted
an average of 6.3 nm thickness from the line profiles for a 500 pulses film, which was used as initial
input for ellipsometry data fitting. After this fitting, a thickness of 6.0 nm was extracted. Based on
these results for the 500 pulses Sb film, the fitting was also performed for the Sb film produced
with fewer pulses and then the input thickness for the fitting was adapted directly proportional to
the number of pulses used. In this way, we could produce using PLD a systematic series of highly
reproducible film thicknesses in the range between 2 and 7 nm.
3.1.3 PVD growth
GST single layers
Amorphous GST layers with target compositions 225 (UTV_005) and 523 (UTV_008) were grown
at URTOV by PVD using stoichiometric flux ratios and characterized in-situ by X-ray and
D2.3
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Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopies (XPS and UPS) before and after 20 min annealing in UHV
at 330 °C, to obtain information on the electronic properties and composition of the samples. A
detailed description of the experimental, as well as the in-depth discussion of the obtained results,
is reported in D4.3, where we have shown that GST with nominal composition 225 is Te-rich in
the amorphous phase and, after annealing, becomes a mixed 124/225 in the crystalline phase.
Conversely, for the UTV_008 sample, no change in composition (close to 424) was observed before
and after annealing, nor any evidence of crystallization under the UHV conditions of the Ge-rich
GST layer was found. Differences in the morphology between the two samples are evident in
Figure 6, showing the AFM topographies of samples UTV_005 (left) and UTV_008 (right).

Figure 6. AFM topographies representative of UTV_005 (left) and UTV_008 (right) after annealing in UHV at 330 °C for 20
min.

A 50-nm thick sample, replica of Ge-rich GST UTV_008, was deposited on Si(111)/SiOx and sent to
CNR IMM Rome for structural characterization and crystallization studies.

A second replica of the same film, (UTV_007), 30-nm thick, was deposited on the SCV vehicle and
sent to CNR-IMM Catania for further processing.
In-based single layers

50-nm thick amorphous In-based alloys with nominal target compositions In3SbTe2 (IST) and
InGeTe2 (IGT) were grown on Si(111)/SiOx substrates by PVD, using stoichiometric flux ratios, as
described in detail in D4.3. The compositions of the films, as obtained from in situ XPS quantitative
analysis, are In:Sb:Te = 3.1:1.0:1.8 and In:Ge:Te=1.1:0.7:2.0 for IST (UTV_020) and IGT (UTV_021),
respectively, which both match quite well the target compositions of the alloys. The small
differences can be ascribed to the unwanted heating during deposition from the high temperature
In and Ge sources. In these conditions, the sample surface can reach temperatures as high as 90100 °C, with possible effects on the kinetics of the growing film and species incorporation.
XRR measurements on the grown samples were carried on at CNR-IMM Rome. Figure 7 shows the
XRR spectrum of a single layer IGT film (UTV_021): the fitting plot (blue colour) of the raw data
(black colour) shows that the measured thickness (53 nm) agrees well with the expected value
(50 nm). The fitting of the raw data also suggests a smooth interface between the IGT film and the
Si3N4 cap (roughness = 0.26 nm).
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Figure 7. (Top) XRR measured (black curve)/simulated (blue curve) spectrum and (bottom) simulated depth profile of
sample UTV_021 [ Si(111)/SiOx/IGT/Si3N4].

Replica of samples UTV_020 and UTV_021 were deposited on Si(100)/Si3N4 substrates and sent
to CNR IMM Catania for resistivity vs T characterizations. These results, summarized in Figure 8
for IST (UTV_024) and IGT (UTV_025), reveal marked differences between the two samples, with
UTV_024 showing a transition around 200 °C and only a partial recovery of the electrical
resistance upon cooling of the film. Conversely, for UTV_025 no persistent resistance variations
could be detected. The electrical characterizations of In-based alloys are still ongoing and further
investigations are required to study in detail the variation of the electrical properties with
temperature and crystallization of these materials.
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Figure 8. Resistivity vs T characterization measured for UTV_024 (left) and UTV_025 (right).

In Table 3 the most significant samples are described.
Growth

Code

Substrate

PVD
URTOV

UTV_005

Si(111)/SiOx

PVD
URTOV

UTV_007 SCV

PVD
URTOV

UTV_008 Si(111)/SiOx

PVD
URTOV

UTV_022 Si(111)/SiOx

PVD
URTOV

UTV_020 Si(111)/SiOx

PVD
URTOV

UTV_021 Si(111)/SiOx

PVD
URTOV

UTV_024 Si(100)/Si3N4

PVD
URTOV

UTV_025 Si(100)/Si3N4

Structure

Phase/Composition Cap

24nm
Single
layer
30nm
Single
layer
24nm
Single
layer
50nm
Single
layer
50nm
Single
layer
50nm
Single
layer
50nm
Single
layer
50nm
Single
layer

Amorphous
Ge2Sb2Te5
Amorphous
Ge-rich GST
Amorphous
Ge-rich GST
Amorphous
Ge-rich GST
Amorphous
In3SbTe2
Amorphous
InGeTe2
Amorphous
In3SbTe2
Amorphous
InGeTe2

Sent to

Tasks
scheduled/performed
XPS, UPS, AFM

CNR
IMM
Catania

Processing for SCV

CNR
IMM
Roma
CNR
IMM
Roma
CNR
IMM
Roma
CNR
IMM
Catania
CNR
IMM
Catania

XRD
Raman

XPS, UPS, AFM

XPS, UPS in-situ
XRD, XRR, Raman exsitu
XPS, UPS in-situ
XRD, XRR, Raman exsitu
Resistivity vs T
Resistivity vs T

Table 3. Most significant samples fabricated by PVD.
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3.1.4 RF-sputtering
Different amorphous layers were produced by RF-sputtering (GexSbyTez alloys, Sb2Te3, GaTe and
Ge). Some samples were capped by a nominal 10 nm thick layer of amorphous W or Si3N4. After
the RF sputtering deposition, performed at room temperature, the samples were routinely
analyzed by optical microscope, AFM, XRR, XRD, XRF, SEM and Raman. Samples were also sent to
CNR-IMM Catania for reflectivity and electrical measurements as a function of the annealing
temperature.
GexSbyTez alloys

Numerous samples with the same composition (GST225) and different thickness (5 ÷ 310 nm)
were grown on Si(001) substrates. The growth occurred at room temperature with a growth rate
~ 8 Å/s. Figure 9(a) shows an optical image of the edge between the Si(001) substrate and the asgrown GST225 layer. The layer thickness measured with a profilometer (41 nm) is in good
agreement with the layer nominal thickness (40 nm) and the layer thickness measured with XRR
(38 nm). Figure 9(b) shows an AFM image of the GST225 layer, whose surface roughness is
relatively low [Root Mean Square roughness (RMS) = 2 nm].
Si

GST225

100 µm

(a)

Figure 9. (a) Optical and (b) AFM image of GST225 layer grown on Si(001) substrate.

(b)

Several layers with different composition GexSb2Te5 (x = 4÷8) and GexSb2Te3 (x = 2÷7) were also
grown (Figure 10) and characterized.
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Figure 10. Compositions of the grown GexSb2Tey layers within the ternary diagram Ge-Sb-Te.

The composition of the grown films was determined by means of XRF measurements (Table 4).
Growth

Code

Substrate

Ge (#mol)

Sb (#mol)

Te (#mol)

Composition

RF-Sputt.

MIA_022

Si(001)

1.96

1.98

5

Ge2Sb2Te5

RF-Sputt.
RF-Sputt.
RF-Sputt.
RF-Sputt.

MIA_087
MIA_080
MIA_096
MIA_108

Si(001)
Si(001)
Si(001)
Si(001)

3.87
4.59
6.41
7.24

2.04
1.87
1.77
2.43

5
5
5
5

Ge4Sb2Te5
Ge5Sb2Te5
Ge6Sb2Te5
Ge7Sb2Te5

Table 4. XRF measurements on Ge-Sb-Te samples with increasing Ge-content.

The Raman spectra of amorphous samples with different Ge-content showed that the main peak
is observed at higher Raman shifts by increasing the Ge-content (Figure 11 and Table 5).
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Figure 11. Raman spectra of GexSb2Te3 layers (x = 2, 3, 5) grown on Si(001) substrate.

Growth

Code

Substrate

Composition

Ge content
(% mol)

RF-Sputt.

MIA_091

Si(001)

GST223

29

Raman shift of
spectrum main peak
(cm-1)
149

RF-Sputt.
RF-Sputt.

MIA_092
MIA_093

Si(001)
Si(001)

GST323
GST523

37
50

151
154

Table 5. Position of Raman main peak as a function of Ge-content.

The analysis of crystallization, segregation and stability of layers with different composition
GexSb2Te5 (x = 4÷8) and GexSb2Te3 (x = 2÷7) will be presented in deliverable D2.4.

Sb2Te3, GaTe and Ge layers
The deposition of Sb2Te3, GaTe and Ge single layers on different substrates (Si and Si3N4) was
performed and optimized. The typical average thickness, growth rate and surface roughness of
representative samples were routinely measured with, respectively, XRR, a quartz scale and AFM
(Table 6).
D2.3
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RF-Sputt.

Sample
composition
Sb2Te3

Layer thickness
(nm)
10 ÷ 480

Growth rate
(Å/s)
5

RMS surface roughness
(nm)
2

RF-Sputt.
RF-Sputt.

GaTe
Ge

10 ÷ 100
10 ÷ 150

1
3

7

Growth

1

Table 6. Morphological parameters of grown Sb2Te3, GaTe and Ge single layers.

In Table 7 the most significant samples are described
Growth
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.

D2.3

Code

Substrate

MIA_025

Si(001)

MIA_030

Si(001)

MIA_055

Si(001)/Si3N4

MIA_061

Si(001)

MIA_082

Si(001)

MIA_090

Si(001)

MIA_094

Si(001)

MIA_034
MIA_036
MIA_081
MIA_084
MIA_093

Si(001)
Si(001)
Si(001)
Si(001)
Si(001)

Structure

404 nm
single layer
76 nm
single layer
95 nm
single layer
80 nm
single layer
30 nm
single layer
72 nm
single layer
91 nm
single layer
91 nm
single layer
72 nm
single layer
30 nm
single layer
55 nm
single layer
36 nm
single layer

Composi
tion

Cap

Sb2Te3
GaTe

GST225
GaTe

Sb2Te3
Ge

Si3N4

Sent to

Tasks
scheduled/per
formed

CNR-IMM
Agrate

TXRF

CNR-IMM
Agrate

GST725

CNR-IMM
Agrate

GST223
GST523
GST723

Si3N4

XRR, XRD@T

CNR-IMM
Catania

GST525
GST625

Raman

CNR-IMM
Agrate
CNR-IMM
Agrate
CNR-IMM
Agrate

Table 7. Most significant samples fabricated by RF-Sputtering.

XRR

XRR, XRD@T
XRR, TXRF

XRR, XRF,
XRD@T
XRR, TXRF,
AFM, Raman,
XRD@T
TXRF

TXRF, AFM,
Raman
XRF, AFM,
XRD@T, Raman
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3.2 Optimized heterostructures: confinement layers, control on interface quality,
in situ monitoring studies
3.2.1 MBE growth
Following the results of Section 3.1.1, we are investigating superlattice (SL) heterostructures
composed of layers of a-GST and a-Ge. In this context, the measurement of the a-GST film
thicknesses, obtained by X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements, was fundamental to calculate the
growth rates needed to calibrate the deposition of the SLs (not shown here).
We fabricated heterostructures featuring layers of pure Ge and Ge-rich-GST. The thickness of the
layers was chosen to obtain an average composition equal to such as sample B, aiming to compare
the properties of the alloy with those of multilayers. Two SLs with different nominal periodicities
(6.66 nm and 4 nm) and a total thickness of 40 nm were fabricated on both Si(111) and SiO2
substrates.

The XRR data of the as-grown samples are shown in Figure 12. The reflectivity curves on both
Si(111) and SiO2 (TEOS) substrates feature the typical thin films' total thickness oscillation, which,
for these samples, are superposed to additional equally spaced peaks (satellites). These are
produced by the periodic modulation of the electronic density in the multilayers. The ΔQz
separation between the satellites is used to calculate the SL period (DSL = 2π/ΔQz), as reported in
Table 8. The formation of such a pattern highlights the high structural quality of the fabricated
heterostructures, related to the precise control of the SL periodicity and interface quality ensured
by MBE. Since the samples deposited on Si and SiO2 substrates were capped with ZnS:SiO2 layers
of different thicknesses, the total thickness fringes periodicity differs (those deposited on Si, for
the annealing experiments, feature a thicker capping layer of ≈ 30 nm).

Sample B composition

Figure 12. XRR scans of [GST/Ge] a-SL structures grown on Si (light blue and orange) and on SiO2 (blue and red).
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Growth

Code

Substrate

Structure

Phase/Composition

Cap

DSL
(nm)

tGST
(nm)

MBE

s2_1295

Si(111)

7.3 ± 0.1

5.6 ± 0.4

s2_1305

Si(111)

Amorphous/ sample
B in average
Amorphous/ sample
B in average

Zns:SiO2

MBE

SL #1
[GST/Ge]6
SL #2
[GST/Ge]10

Zns:SiO2

4.9 ± 0.1

3.5

Table 8. [GST/Ge] a-SL samples fabricated by MBE and characterized by XRR (as grown) and XRD (annealed at 180 °C).

The analysis of crystallization, segregation and stability of the layered structure upon annealing
of the SL samples will be presented in deliverable D2.4. Here, we show the X-ray diffraction (XRD)
radial scans of the two SL structures after annealing at 180 °C (Figure 13). Not surprisingly, the
GST layers stacked in the multilayers crystallize at a temperature similar to that of the sample A
films. Interestingly, for annealing temperatures below 200 °C, the superstructures do not show
degradation of their interfaces. Indeed, few thickness oscillations produced by the GST layers are
present, and they can be used to calculate the average layers thickness tGST (see Table 8). As a
consequence, the interfaces are still well defined after crystallization. This finding also excludes a
strong intermixing between the constituting layers in this temperature range.

Sample B composition

Figure 13. XRD radial scans of [GST/Ge] a-SL structures grown on Si and annealed at 180 °C.

3.2.2 PLD growth
The obtained thickness control by PLD (see section 3.1.2) is highly useful for memory and
optoelectronic applications and can also be exploited very well in heterostructure designs, as we
will demonstrate here. Using PLD we produced heterostructures based on a central GaSb film
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sandwiched between either Sb2Te3 or ultrathin Sb layers, with all the materials deposited at room
temperature. Note that the GaSb film has stoichiometric Ga50Sb50 composition, which we realized
recently [ (1), see also section 3.1 of D4.1] in contrast to most previous works where, for instance,
a composition of Ga45Sb55 was achieved [ (2)]. Figure 14 shows the results of dynamic ellipsometry
for both heterostructures in direct comparison with the monolithic GaSb (i.e., when the Sb2Te3 or
ultrathin Sb sandwich layers would be absent). Ellipsometry of PCM films is a sensitive technique
to measure the change in optical properties when switching from the amorphous to the crystalline
phase. The monolithic GaSb shows a Tx of about 225 °C. When sandwiched between Sb2Te3 the Tx
reduced to about 200 °C. On the other hand, when sandwiched between ultrathin (250 pulses) Sb,
the Tx increases to about 250 °C and even a gradual further crystallization occurs till 300 °C. So,
these heterostructure results demonstrate that Sb2Te3 facilitates the crystallization of GaSb and
ultrathin Sb retards it. Two important phenomena are at play here: (1) The Tx of the Sb2Te3 is
lower than the one of GaSb, therefore the Sb2Te3 is already crystalline and acts as a template for
GaSb crystallization and thus accelerates the GaSb crystallization. Indeed, this behavior of Sb2Te3
as a template accelerating crystallization and reducing crystallization temperature is known from
previous work on GeTe thin films [ (3)]. On the other hand, the 250 pulses Sb film has by itself a
Tx close to 300 °C. When GaSb wants to crystallize, the adjacent Sb is still amorphous and retards
this crystallization. When GaSb is crystallized at 250 °C it acts as a template for Sb crystallization
and, although the Sb is ultrathin, its crystallization only proceeds very gradually in the 250-300 °C
range. (2) Sb2Te3 and GaSb tend to react and intermix at the interface (forming a Ga-Sb-Te alloy
from the Sb2Te3 and GaSb tie-line) [ (4),(5); see also section 4 of D4.1], whereas Sb and GaSb do
not react and are immiscible at their interface. Also this difference could play an important role in
either accelerating or retarding crystallization at the interface. Moreover, such a heterostructure
based on immiscible phases should remain very stable during operation, e.g., during repeated
melt-quenching, because any liquid composition in the range between stoichiometric GaSb and Sb
will phase separate back into nearly stoichiometric GaSb and pure Sb and then will be guided back
via the multilayer structure surrounding the molten volume.

Figure 14. Dynamic ellipsometry measurement results show phase transformation of a monolithic stoichiometric GaSb thin
film (red), a GaSb layer sandwiched between thin Sb2Te3 layers (black), and a GaSb layer sandwiched between ultrathin Sb
layers (blue). The Sb2Te3 layers reduce the crystallization temperature of GaSb while the Sb layers increase it.
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3.2.3 PVD growth
The heterostructures grown at URTOV by PVD are bilayers of different PCM materials with the
same thickness and include Ge-rich GST with nominal composition 523 and In-based double-layer
heterostructures. To get insights into the properties of the interface during its formation, after the
deposition of the first PCM film (PCM A), the topmost layer (PCM B) was grown by successive
partial depositions of the material up to the final thickness of 24 nm (see scheme in Figure 15).
After each deposition step, a full in-situ characterization of the samples by XPS and UPS was
carried out, as reported in detail in D4.3.

Figure 15. Schematic picture showing the general structure of the heterostructures deposited by PVD.

Ge-rich GST based heterostructures
The Ge-rich GST based heterostructures deposited by PVD are schematized in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Illustration of the Ge-rich-based heterostructures grown by PVD.

From the evaluation of the evolution of the compositions and the binding energy of the shallow
core levels of the elements across the heterostructures, as determined by quantitative analysis of
the XPS spectra, we have shown in D4.3 that intermixing at the interface between the two PCM
layers occurs for Sb2Te3/GST523 (UTV_011) within the firsts 4-8 nm of the deposited Ge-rich GST
top layer, while it is only limited to the very firsts 1-2 nm in the case of GST225/GST523
(UTV_017). After annealing in UHV at 330 °C for 30 min of the samples, no crystallization occurred,
as already observed for the Ge-rich GST single layer (UTV_008). Annealing at higher temperatures
in UHV causes the evaporation of the GST523 film, as confirmed by AFM measurements.

Replicas of UTV_011 and UTV_017 were grown and sent under inert N2 atmosphere to CNR-IMM
Rome, where a Si3N4 capping layer was deposited and the samples were characterized by XRD and
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XRR. The results of XRR characterization are reported in Figure 17 and Figure 18 for
Sb2Te3/GST523 (UTV_019) and GST225/GST523 (UTV_027) heterostructures. In the case of
UTV_019 the fit of XRR measurements reveals interfaces with roughness = 6 – 10 nm and
thicknesses of the deposited Sb2Te3 and Ge-rich GST layers of about 19 nm and 21 nm respectively,
both slightly lower than the nominal growth value of 24 nm, meaning that probably partial
evaporation of the films has occurred. The same analysis carried out on sample UTV_027 shows
instead interfaces with a much lower roughness of about 1 - 1.7 nm. The measured thickness of
the GST225 layer fits well with the nominal thickness (24 nm), while the Ge-rich layer appears to
be thinner than nominally expected (24 nm), thus confirming that the annealing of the Ge-rich GST
in UHV can determine partial evaporation of the film.

Figure 17. (Top) Simulated depth profile and (bottom) XRR measured (black curve)/simulated (blue curve) spectrum of
sample UTV_019 [ Si(111)/SiO2/Sb2Te3/GST523/Si3N4].
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Figure 18. (Top) Simulated depth profile and (bottom) XRR measured (black curve)/simulated (blue curve) spectrum of
sample UTV_027 [ Si(111)/SiO2/GST225/GST523/Si3N4].

Two replicas of the same heterostructures (UTV_012 and UTV_016) were deposited on the SCV
vehicle and sent to CNR-IMM Catania for further processing.
In-based heterostructures
As for the Ge-rich GST case, an IST312/IGT112 heterostructure (UTV_018) was grown by PVD and
characterized in-situ by XPS and UPS, as reported in D4.3. From the data collected by
photoemission experiments, it was possible to conclude that the interface between these two
alloys is quite sharp and free from intermixing phenomena, at least for thicknesses of the
deposited IGT layer higher than 2 nm, thus seemingly ruling out the formation of a quaternary
alloy. Furthermore, the morphology of the growth, as determined by the analysis of the intensity
decay of the Sb 4d core levels, is compatible with a uniform growth on top of a sharp interface.
Due to the recent interest toward the use of single element (Sb) as a valid PCM for memory
applications when confined in extremely small volumes [ (6)], to investigate the possibility to use
IGT112 as a blocking layer for Sb, an Sb/IGT112 heterostructure (UTV_026) with a thin (10 nm)
Sb layer was grown and sent to CNR-IMM Rome for XRD characterization upon annealing.

Finally, a GST225/IGT112 (UTV_028) heterostructure grown was sent to CNR-IMM Rome, where
it is currently under investigation for crystallization experiments.
In Table 9 the most significant samples are described.
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Growth

Code

Substrate

Structure

Phase/Composition

PVD
URTOV

UTV_012

SCV

PVD
URTOV

UTV_016

SCV

PVD
URTOV

UTV_011

Si(100)/SiO2

PVD
URTOV

UTV_017

Si(100)/SiO2

PVD
URTOV

UTV_019

Si(111)/SiOx

PVD
URTOV

UTV_027 Si(111)/SiOx

PVD
URTOV

UTV_018 Si(111)/SiOx

PVD
URTOV

UTV_026 Si(111)/SiOx

Sb (10nm)/
IGT 112 (24 nm)

All amorphous

Si3N4

PVD
URTOV

UTV_028 Si(100)/Si3N4 GST 225
(24nm)/
IGT 112 (24nm)

All amorphous

Si3N4

Sb2Te3 (24nm)/
Ge-rich GST
(24 nm)
Heterostructure
GST225
(24nm)/
Ge-rich GST
(24nm)
Sb2Te3 (24nm)/
Ge-rich GST
(24 nm)
GST225
(24nm)/
Ge-rich GST
(24nm)
Sb2Te3 (24nm)/ All amorphous
Ge-rich GST
(24 nm)
GST225
All amorphous
(24nm)/
Ge-rich GST
(24nm)
IST 312 (24nm)/ All amorphous
IGT 112 (24 nm)

Cap

Sent to

Tasks
scheduled/performed

CNR
IMM
Catania
CNR
IMM
Catania
no

XPS, in situ UPS, AFM

no

XPS, in situ UPS, AFM

Si3N4
Si3N4

CNR
IMM
Rome
CNR
IMM
Rome

no
CNR
IMM
Rome
CNR
IMM
Rome

XRD,
XRR,
Raman
XRD,
XRR,
Raman
XPS, UPS in-situ
AFM
XRD, XRR
XRD
XRD

Table 9. Most significant samples fabricated by PVD.

3.2.4 RF-sputtering
Several types of amorphous heterostructures were grown alternating layers of Sb2Te3, GST225,
Ge-rich GST, GaTe and Ge (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Schematics of four types of heterostructures deposited by RF Sputtering.
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The quality of the grown heterostructures was routinely investigated by XRR and SEM
measurements. Figure 20 shows (a) the measured (black curve) and simulated (blue curve) XRR
plot, (b) the simulated depth profile and (c) the fitted physical parameters of a
Si(001)/SiOx/Sb2Te3/GST225/GaTe/W heterostructure (sample MIA_049). The fit of the XRR
measurement shows good interface quality (interface roughness = 1.5 - 3 nm).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 20. (a) Measured (black curve) and simulated (blue curve) XRR plot, (b) simulated depth profile and (c) fitted physical
parameters (thickness, roughness and density) of a Si(001)/SiOx/Sb2Te3/GST225/GaTe/W heterostructure (sample
MIA_049).
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The uniform morphology of some grown heterostructures was also verified with SEM analysis:
Figure
21
shows
the
cross-section
SEM
tilted
views
of
a
Si(001)/SiO2/Sb2Te3/GST225/GaTe/Sb2Te3/GST225/W heterostructure (sample MIA_050). The
multilayer stack can be observed in the top image, whereas in the bottom image the different
grown layers can be distinguished. Overall, the interface quality looks decent, although affected
by the intrinsic granularity of the amorphous materials.

grown layers

200 nm
Figure 21. SEM tilted views of a Si(001)/SiO2/Sb2Te3/GST225/GaTe/Sb2Te3/GST225/W heterostructure (sample MIA_050).

Several samples were sent to CNR-IMM Catania for electrical tests to measure resistance vs
temperature, current vs voltage and resistance vs cycle characteristics (see Deliverable D3.5). In
particular, it was reported there the electrical characterization of a grown
(Sb2Te3[10nm]/GST225[25nm]/Ge[10nm])2/Sb2Te3[10nm]/GST225[30nm])
heterostructure
(sample MIA_072, heater diameter = 80 nm), exhibiting a threshold voltage Vth = 1.2 V, and a
remarkable endurance of 2x105 cycles.
In Table 10 the most significant samples are described.
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Growth

Code

Substrate

Structure

Cap

Sent to

RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.
RFSputt.

MIA_040

Si(001)

GST225/GaTe

W

CNR-IMM
Catania
CNR-IMM
Catania
CNR-IMM
Catania
CNR-IMM
Catania
CNR-IMM
Catania

RFSputt.

MIA_041

MIA_042

MIA_056

Si(001)

Si(001)

Si(001)/SCV

MIA_072

Si(001)/SCV

MIA_111

Si(001)

GST225/GaTe/GST225

W

GST225/GaTe/GST225/
GaTe/GST225
[Sb2Te3/GST225/GaTe]2
/Sb2Te3/GST225
[Sb2Te3/GST225/Ge]2/
Sb2Te3/GST225

W

[Sb2Te3/GST725]10

Si3N4

Tasks
scheduled/perform
ed
XRR, Raman, XRD@T
XRR, XRD@T

XRR, Raman, XRD@T
XRR, Current vs
voltage
XRR, XRD@T,
Current vs voltage,
Resistance vs
current, Resistance
vs cycle
XRR, XRD@T

Table 10. Most significant samples fabricated by RF-Sputtering.

4 Conclusions on performed activity and future actions
The consortium worked incessantly to improve the control on the deposition of the most
promising layers of phase change materials and their combination in multi-layered
heterostructures and superlattices.
A clear indication emerged on the more favorable chances given by amorphous materials, both in
terms of deposition control and in view of their thermal stability for automotive application, as
will be reported in deliverable D2.4. From this point of view the deposition of ultra-thin Sb layers
turned out to be very promising, along with the combination of Ge-rich GST (especially with the
sample B composition) with other phase change materials, from In-based layers to Sb2Te3/GaSb,
Ge-rich/GST225, GST/Ge superlattices, InSbTe/InGeTe, Sb/InGeTe heterostructures, to the use of
confinement layers in GST225/Sb2Te3 multistructures. Very good control on the synthesis of
single layers and multistructures was achieved.
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